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An updated edition of the best-offering 500 Cupcakes: The Only Cupcake Compendium You'll Ever
Need. the fanciful theme-decorated cupcakes that are the rage! This revised edition carries a new

chapter, filled with fabulous photos, offering crafty cupcake creations;
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Same Cupcake 500 times. I got a baby shower to throw and decided to make cupcake party
favors. Mostly pics of same vanilla cupcupcake in a different cupcake paper and various coloring in
the frosting. Just what a waste of money. Three Stars Thought this would have significantly more
professional looking ideas in it, thus I'm a little disappointed A delicious read I'm definitely not a baker
however the dishes in this book were simple enough to follow. Not really a legit cookbook... Right
now was that4 oz. To be fair it is 500 recipes and that's amazing, until you realize every single one
calls for cake flour...banana cup cakes, peanut butter cream cheese frosting, and a caramelized
banana slice on top. Delicious.. Four Stars as described. Five Stars My partner loves this
Recommend! Have tried several quality recipes from this book plus they possess all been amazing. I
know I could find anything I need here! Who can Afford all of this Cake Flour? I could combine and
match frosting and cupcakes to create my very own creation.. because this is written and published
in England, the amounts were hard to check out. a recipe would provide 4 oz of flour.. And yes, I
know the cake flour substitution but it isn't the same. there was no table to conversions. Five Stars
So far what I've made have good reviews! i did so contact thepublishers plus they were more than
willing to consider the book back and return my money. However it could have cost me 4 X's
theoriginal price of the publication to come back it to England.! i think Amazons failure to mention the
difference in amounts was negligence on the part. therefore the majority of the recipes are
worthless. consequently i am now trapped with a book i cannot make use of unless someone can
give mea conversion chart. because this was written and published in England, the . Not really Me..
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Cake flour is so expensive. So now I've 500 recipes I would bake every once in a blue moon. by
excess weight or 1/2 glass. Disappointed.
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